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Clifford. Township
c

At the request of i-lrs. Theresa BSzzoni a visit -was 'made to this 
property on ITovesiber 9, 1^48. The writer was accompanied by Mrs. 
Bazzoni and one of her workmen.

'i' h e property consists of a group of four claiins approximately 
one half rile north of the V roilepost on the south boundary of 
Clifford Township. The claim numbers are as follows:

31165-65, 40716.

Access

Prospectors in Clifford and neighbouring townships find it raost 
convenient to fly in frora the airport on Larder Lake. A plane can 
land on Kennedy Laic e in the north half of .arnold township. A trail 
from the dock in the NW corner of the lake passes St. Pierre's cabin 
on claim 37296 and continues to the Bazzoni claims. AH alternate 
route is by canoe frora the old Argonaut Mine in Gauthier township 
via Beaverhouse, Misema and Howard Lakes to Kennedy Lake.

Gen era l Geo logy

The geology of Clifford township vas described by T. L. Gledhill 
in his report "Ben Nevis and other Base Metal Areas", Ontario Dept. 
of Mines Vol XXXVII, Part 3, 1 928. According to Gledhill:

"The northern and western parts of the township are fairly well 
covered by a drift sheet and swamp. However, interesting rocks are 
abundant. In the country immediately west of Keith and Verna lakes 
there is a large boss of granodiorite, which sends dikes out into 
the surrounding Keewatin rocks. Some finds of copper, lead, and zinc 
have been made near these intrusions. Diorite porhhyries, which are 
co-extensive vat h a belt of dacite tuff, appear in the country east 
of Keith lake, /i fire, which ran over a large portion of Clifford, 
has left the rocks well exposed for the prospector. The main mineral 
discovery so far is the Brett-Snipe copper prospect, which lies just 
west of Verna lake.

Grano-dj.oriter Boss - The large boss of granodiorite west of Verna and 
Keith lakes was mapped for the first time by the writer. The main 
body of this rock is about a mile in diameter and stands- up as a 
prominent hill. The contact of the granodiorite with the Keewatin 
rocks can be seen on the north and south. On the north the dip is 
about 4^ degrees, and on the south it is nearly vertical. This mass 
of Algoman intrusive rock is important, since intrusives such as this 
create shears and faults that have been found to be mineralized by 
copper lead and zinc."

Pro sectjjig and Deyelpmnt

l\o evidence of recent work was seen on these claims. The trail 
leads to the Ko. l showing which lies approximately on the line between 
claims 31163 and 4073.6, east of the creek. This showing is a narrow
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irregular rusty zone, exposed for about 70 ft. in a IS-W direction, 
in weakly shattered acid fragmental lava. The rusty stain is due to 
the oxidation of fine pyrite occurring as a paper thin plating on 
the joan t planes. Low gold values are reported. It was recommended 
that a fresh surface should be exposed abng the strike and system 
atically channel sampled.

The second showing is an old pit sunk at the foot of a hill 
facing -/vest in the SV/g of claim 40716. A contact between andesite 
and feldspar porphyry occurs in the east wall of the pit. The contact 
is tight, but is marked by a narrow streak of rust resulting from the 
oxidation of finely disseminated pyrite. It strikes N 40O E and dips 
6.50 SE, with the andesite in the footwall. To the N around the edge 
of the andesite hill several other old pits can be seen. The andesite 
shows blocky jointing and irregular rusty patches occur on the surface 
due to pyrite mineralization on the joint planes. No well defined 
structure or concentration of sulphides were observed.

In the HW corner of claim 3116? a short distance south west of 
the creek the third showing exposes a 2 inch wide fissure vein of 
massive pyrite at the foot of a hill facing northeast. The strike of 
the vein' is IT 34O S and the dip 70O Si\ w old trench on the strike 
of the vein uphill is now filled in and moss covered. Grab samples 
of the pyrite are said to have assayed SP.5*00 to &4.00 in gold.

The fourth place visited was an old pit just south of the No. 4 
Post of claim 40716. This pit was . sunk on some rusty streaks in 
greenstone cut by fine irregular porphyry stringers. A few specks of 
pyrite were observed, but there is no record of gold' values. .Some 
stripping was done south from the pit.

The fifth showing is located in the KS^ of claim 211641 Stripping 
uncovered pillow lava which has been cut by numerous small quartz 
stringers. Irregular splashes of quartz are exposed, in some of 
which quartz crystals can be seen, and there has been a -considerable 
development of epidote. A few feet to the north-east part of a dark 
porphyry dike outcrops. The strike of this porphyry dike is approx. 
N 40o E.

L'uch misdirected work has been done on these claims, which have 
yet to be thoroughly prospected.

December 15, 1948.
W. S. Savage, 

Resident Geologist,
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